Recent results on hadron multiplicities in heavy and light quark fragmentation above the Z 0 peak (OPAL), and multiplicity distribution analysis (L3) and inclusive f1 production (DELPHI) in hadronic Z 0 decays are presented.
Hadron multiplicities in heavy and light quark fragmentation
OPAL presents the recent measurements of charged hadron multiplicities in heavy and light quark initiated events from the full statistics collected at LEP1.5 and LEP2 [1] . The study of the quark content in multiparticle production provides one of the basic tests of QCD. The results from LEP are of a special interest since they cover a wide centre-of-mass energy region and can be directly compared with QCD which is mostly predictable at asymptotic energies [2] .
In [1] , OPAL performs a study of the fragmentation of heavy b-quark and light quarks (l = u, d, s). The measurements of the difference in charge particle multiplicities, δ bl = n bb − n ll , for bb and ll events in e + e − annihilation at the centre-of-mass energies above the Z 0 peak are carried out. The findings are compared to the theoretical predictions of QCD and to a more phenomenological (the so-called naïve) model [2] . The QCD calculations predict energy independent behaviour of the multiplicity difference δ bl , while in the naïve model one expects the decrease with increasing energy. The latter is connected with the assumption that the hadron multiplicity accompanying the heavy hadrons in bb events is the same as the multiplicity in ll events at the energy left to the system once the heavy quarks have fragmented. The lower energy measurements could not discriminate between the two approaches, see Fig. 1 .
The difference between the heavy and light mean quarkpair multiplicities obtained by OPAL in the energy range up to 206 GeV is shown in Fig. 1 along with all previously published results and compared to the QCD predictions. OPAL obtains the luminosity weighted up to 195 GeV δ bl ⋆ Talk given at the International Europhysics Conference on High Energy Physics, EPS-HEP2003, 17-23 July 2003, Aachen, Germany. average value δ bl = 3.44 ± 0.40(stat) ± 0.89(syst) GeV [1] . This result, which differs numerically (due to some differences in the data processing procedure) from that from DELPHI, δ bl = 4.26 ± 0.51(stat) ± 0.46(syst) [3] , leads to the conclusion on the energy independence of δ bl . This finding favours the QCD prediction while it is inconsistent with the flavour independent naïve model what now is confirmed by LEP with high accuracy.
2 H q -moment analysis of the multiplicity distribution in hadronic Z decays L3 reports on the charged-particle multiplicity study in terms of H q moments [4]. The H q moments [5] are con- structed as a ratio of cumulants to factorial moments and look to be more convenient to be studied since they do not increase so rapidly with rank q as the cumulants or factorial moments do [6] . Meanwhile, the H q s exhibit all the qualitative features of the cumulants, particularly their property to extract genuine q-particle correlations.
The moments H q appear as the solution of the QCD equations for the generating function. Their q-dependence is quite sensitive to the approximation used: H q = 1/q 2 in the double-log approximation (DLA), they have a minimum at q min ≈ 5 in the modified leading-log approximation (MLLA or next-to-leading order NLO), and oscillate around zero for higher NLO terms, e.g. NNLO. The minimum and the oscillations are observed experimentally in different type of collisions, while there is still no clear understanding of the physical origin of the oscillations. Those could appear e.g. due to energy-momentum conservation (which is incorporated in Monte Carlo models and in NNLO), the flavour content, the restrictions of finite energy (maximum multiplicity cutoff) etc.
To note is that local parton-hadron duality hypothesis (LPHD) assumes that hadronic spectra are proportional to the partonic ones the theory (OCD) deals with [2] . If this is valid, the same behaviour may be expected for the experimentally observed multiplicity distributions as for the parton one. Fig. 2 shows the H q moments measured by L3 from the 1.5M Z decays sample compared to the expectation of the Monte Carlo models, Jetset with string fragmentation and Herwig of cluster fragmentation. The moments have a minimum at q = 5, while the oscillations seem to be statistically insignificant. This agrees qualitatively with MLLA and NNLO but does not confirm the oscillations predicted. Jetset agrees well with data and shows the same q min , while the minimum is shifted to higher q values in Herwig.
The absence of the oscillations disagrees with earlier results from e + e − at the same energy (SLD) and other reactions [5] . Since it has been suggested that the oscillatory behaviour of the H q could be affected by the mul- tiplicity distribution truncation 1 (SLD), the multiplicities with relative error greater than 50% in the multiplicity distribution were rejected (∼0.005% of events). The H q ratios for the truncated multiplicity are measured for all, udcs-, and b-quarks as shown in Fig. 3 . Despite the moments have a first minimum at q = 5, they do exhibit quasi-oscillatory behaviour for higher ranks. No sensitive differences are visible among all three samples. The oscillations are well reproduced by Jetset, while the minima are shifted to higher qs and are larger in Herwig.
L3 concludes that the measurements qualitatively agree with MLLA and NNLO, i.e. show a negative minimum at q = 5, but do not confirm the oscillatory behaviour predicted by high-order NLO. The measurements are well described by Jetset.
Recently, in [7] it has been shown that from theoretical point of view the untruncated moments have to be a subject under investigation and not the truncated ones. The very small values of the oscillation amplitudes of untruncated H q s are shown to follow well the MLLA predictions.
3 Inclusive f 1 (1285) and f 1 (1420) production DELPHI reports on the hadron spectroscopy measurement of the inclusive production of two (KKπ) 0 states in the mass range 1.2-1.6 GeV/c 2 in hadronic Z 0 decays. The measurements are based on the neutral KKπ channel in the reaction Z 0 → K S K ± π ∓ + X 0 , where the two 3-body states in the channel are ascribed to f 1 (1285) and f 1 (1420) mesons.
The f 1 (1285) and f 1 (1420) are the mesons belonging to the P -wave hadron multiplets 3 P 1 which (along with the 1 P 1 ) are very little studied in contrast to the well established S-wave (π, ρ) and other P -wave, 3 P 2 and 3 P 0 (e.g. f 2 (1270), f 0 (980)), mesons [9] . Given the complexity of quark content and possible states to exist in the (KKπ) 0 Fig. 4 . KSK ± π ∓ invariant mass distribution measured by DELPHI [8] with a breakdown into the partial waves for the signals (lower histogram) and the background (one error band). The signals consist of J P C = 1 ++ a0(980)π (first peak) and 1 ++ K * (892)K (second peak). The background includes: (1) isotropic phase space distribution, and (shown magnified by a factor of two) the partial waves of (2) 0 −+ a0(980)π, (3) 1 ++ K * (892)K, and (4) 1 +− K * (892)K.
systems, the study requires high accuracy in the selection and analysis procedures available at LEP. To note is that this is the first study of the inclusive production of two J P C = 1 ++ mesons. A data sample of 3.4M events was processed. After the hadronic event selection, specific requirements on the tracks were imposed to extract the resonances for the K S K ± π ∓ system. The only events containing at least one K S K + π − or K S K − π + combination are used in the analysis, corresponding to a sample of about half a million events. In the study the two methods, K S K ± π ∓ mass spectra and the partial wave analysis (PWA), are applied.
To maximize both f 1 mesons signals over background, the data were estimated using Monte Carlo events with a mass cut M (K S K ± ) ≤ 1.4 GeV/c 2 .
The (KKπ) 0 mass spectra are fitted in the region 1.19 to 1.7 GeV/c 2 with a two S-wave Breit-Wigner forms and a specific background function. From the fits the masses and widths for the two f 1 mesons are estimated to be, respectively, 1274 ± 6 and 29 ± 12 MeV/c 2 for f 1 (1285) and 1426 ± 6 and 51 ± 14 MeV/c 2 for f 1 (1420), where the errors are the total, statistical and systematic, ones. The corresponding efficiencies for the two f 1 s are (in %): (63 ± 3)×10 −3 and (45 ± 2)×10 −2 (Monte Carlo estimate).
To get more information on the spin content of the two signals a mass-dependent 3-body PWA [9] is applied to the K S K ± π ∓ system. The Dalitz plots with integrating over three Euler angles are fitted providing the contribution of the various J P C waves as a function of M (K S K ± ).
The comparison between fits uses their maximum likelihood values and their description of the (KKπ), (Kπ) and (KK) mass distributions. The best fit with the estimated possible background contributions are shown in Fig. 4 and the values obtained are consistent with the values obtained from the mass spectra study. The (major) systematic uncertainties come from the background description and the PWA fit conditions. To estimate them, different fits have been carried out. A PWA of the (KKπ) 0 system shows that the first peak is consistent with the I G (J P C ) = 0 + (1 ++ )a 0 (980)π or 0 + (0 −+ )a 0 (980)π waves and the second with the I G (J P C ) = 0 + (1 ++ )K * (892)K + c.c.
The analysis of the measured hadronic production rates per hadronic Z decay, 0.165 ± 0.051 and 0.056 ± 0.012, respectively, for the lower and for the higher mass signals obtained, suggests that their quantum numbers are very probably I G (J P C ) = 0 + (1 ++ ). The comparison of the present measurements to the LEP averaged total production rates per spin state and isospin for scalar, vector and tensor mesons as a function of mass suggests, in its turn, the two mesons quark constituents to be mainly uu and dd. All this confirms that the measured states are very likely f 1 (1285) and f 1 (1420) mesons.
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